To improve detecting performance of gas concentration in coal-mine, a new linearization method of carrier catalytic gas sensor characteristics based on high-order polynomials was introduced. Firstly, the calibration data of sensor was used to establish the training sample set. Then, the high-order polynomial was employed to establish nonlinear regression inverse model of sensor characteristics. Finally, the polynomial coefficients were intelligently tuned by improved clone selection algorithm (ICSA) and the criteria of mean absolute error (MAE) minimization. Experimental results showed the the method proposed in this paper is effective, and the performance of inearization model is superior to that of the traditional least square method.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays carrier catalytic gas sensor plays an important role in coal-mine gas measurement systems. Due to the nonlinear characteristics of carrier catalytic gas sensors, external environment, electronic component aging, and many other uncertain factors, there is a complex nonlinear relationship between the actual output voltage of sensor and gas concentration [1] . Because the nonlinear characteristics of carrier catalytic sensor directly affects and even determines the performance of the gas measurement system, seeking an effective mathematical model to realize the linearization of carrier catalytic gas sensor characteristics is of great significance, so as to ensure the measurement accuracy of gas concentration in coal-mine.
Considering that traditional methods, such as look-up table, piecewise linearization and so on, have the shortcoming of low accuracy and can not be applicable to high accuracy occasions, many researchers have carried on the thorough research in the field of sensor characteristics linearization. CHEN proposed a least-squares method [2] , but the method was based on the descent of sum of error square to find the optimal solution, easily trapping in local minimum point and not geting the global optimal solution. Especially when the data points are larger, the method is prone to oscillation phenomenon, even unable to obtain polynomial coefficient [3] .
LIU proposed a kind of linearization method based on neural network [4] . Because neural network is based on the law of large numbers using the empirical risk criterion with the complex model to fit the limited samples, the linearization model using neural network is instable and has poor generalization ability [5] . In order to get higher precision, SUN proposed a kind of least squares support vector machines (LSSVM) method [6] , but this method is difficult to be directly applied in the detecting systems of mine gas. Both theory and practice show that the high-order polynomial can fit any nonlinear curve, and is easy to be implemented in the detecting devices with single-chip microcomputer.
The current paper adopts high-order polynomial for linearization of catalytic gas sensor characteristics, so as to get better detecting performance. As the polynomial coefficients determines directly the polynomial performance, the selection and optimization of polynomial coefficient has become an important issue to be resolved. Clone selection algorithm (CSA) [7] by Castro according to the theory of immunity in the clone selection mechanism is a new optimization algorithm with heuristic intelligence, which not only has a faster convergence speed in the search range, but also can overcome the problem of premature convergence that many other evolutionary computation algorithms have [8] . Clone selection algorithm has achieved excellent results in many practical applications with the superior performances to the classical approaches, and also provides a new way for the selection and optimization of high-order polynomial coefficient.
The output error of linearization model is an important evaluation criteria reflecting the system accuracy, and the mean square error (MSE) is usually used in the optimization of polynomial coefficient optimization. Research shows that when optimizing high-order polynomial coefficient, adopting MSE evaluation criteria has some deficiencies: when outliers or singular points exist in the sample set, their effects will be magnified, which can reduce overall modeling accuracy of the system. While the evaluation criteria of mean absolute error (MAE) minimization is applied, the robustness of linearization model system is better [9] .
To this end, a new linearization method of carrier catalytic gas sensor characteristics by using high-order polynomial and an improved clone selection algorithm (ICSA) was introduced in an attempt to tune intelligently the polynomial coefficients. The experimental results showed that the proposed method in this paper is feasible, and can yield better performance than the conventional least square method. This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 outlines briefly the related work. Section 2 states the linearization principle of sensor characteristics using high-order polynomial. Section 3 presents the principle and algorithm of ICSA. The procedure for selecting and optimizing polynomial coefficient based on ICSA is presented in Section 4, followed by the experiment results and the conclusions in Section 5 and in Section 6.
LINEARIZATION MODEL OF SENSOR USING HIGH-ORDER POLYNOMIAL
The linearization of catalytic gas sensor characteristics using high-order polynomial is to establish an inverse model of the sensor characteristics using multiple sensor calibration data by adjusting the polynomial coefficients to make minimum difference between the model output and the test data. If the hysteresis and creep effect of sensor are not considered, the linearization model of catalytic gas sensor characteristics can be described with n-order polynomial as follows:
x = a n u n + a n!1 u
where, u is the output voltage of sensor, x is measurement value of gas concentration, n is the order of polynomial, i a (i=n,n-1, 2,1,0) is polynomial coefficient to be selected and optimized.
Due to i a in formula (1) reflecting the inverse characteristics of sensor, how to determine the i a values become the key to implement the characteristics linearization of catalytic gas sensor.
By calibrating the sensor to obtain input/output data of sensor, researchers used to select the polynomial coefficients using least square method. The polynomial coefficients were stored in single-chip microcomputer and when the output voltage of sensor was detected, the real vale of gas could be calculated by Formula (1). Because the principle of least square method is simple and its programming is not difficult, the least square method has become an important means for parameters estimation by experimental data.
As mentioned above, the least square method in many cases can not obtain the optimal solution, even unable to obtain the polynomial coefficients that we want to obtain. The development of intelligent optimization technology makes it possible for people to tune parameters of mathematical model, which can make the established model more credible [10] . Clone selection algorithm was adopted in this paper to select and optimize the polynomial coefficient, so as to get better detecting results.
IMPROVED CLONE SELECTION ALGORITHM
The basic principle of clone selection algorithm is that the function to be optimized and its constraints is viewed as antigen, the solution of the problem is viewed as antibody and the affinity between the antibody, antibody-antigen viewed as the objective function of the problem [11] . In order to tune automatically the polynomial coefficients, an improved clone selection algorithm is outlined in the paper. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. (1) . The corresponding steps are explained in detail as follows:
Step 1: Initialization: Randomly generate n antibodies corresponds to a possible solution, as the initial populations A, constituting the initial population space n I .
Step 2: Evaluation and selection: Calculate the affinity function of antibody in the population, and divide N antibodies into two parts: candidate set Ar and memory set Am.
Step 3: Cloning: Clone k antibodies with the highest affinity, cloning number being proportional to the affinity.
Step 4: Mutation: According to a specified probability, randomly perform the operation of mutation on the cloned antibodies at a certain scale.
Step 5: Re-evaluation and re-selection: Re-calculate the affinity of antibodies cloned and mutated. If the affinity is even higher than the original, replace the original antibody with the new antibody, so as to form a new memory set.
Step 6: Extinction: Delete d antibodies with lowest affinity in Ar, generate randomly d antibodies, and add them to the population, in order to ensure the diversity of antibodies, which simulate 5% B cells naturally dying process in the biological clone selection.
Step 7: Stop: If the stop criterion is satisfied, then output the result, or else return to step 2.
Because whether high-order polynomial coefficient is appropriate or not has a decisive influence on performance of linearization model of catalytic gas sensor characteristics, which directly affects the measurement result. Cosidering clone selection algorithm has excellent optimizing performance, this paper uses the algorithm to tune polynomial coefficient with sample data of sensor calibration.
USING ICSA TO OPTIMIZE POLYNOMIAL CO-EFFICIENT
According to the characteristics of the sensor and improved clone selection algorithm, the block diagram using high order polynomial to fit characteristic curve is shown in Fig. (2) .
In Fig (2) , x is the input of sensor from the actual system, u is the sensor output, x is the output of polynomial fitting model. The parameters of the fitting model is tuned intelligently by improved clone selection algorithm described above according to the criteria of mean absolute error minimization. The flow chart of tuning polynomial coefficients is shown in Fig. (3) .
Being different from the conventional method using the traditional method of least squares, the modeling method in this paper is not employs the error sum of squares descent method to seek the optimal polynomial coefficients, but uses an improved clonal selection algorithm to search the optimal solution in the global scope, so as to get an optimal polynomial to establish inverse model of sensor.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
To facilitate comparative research, this paper uses calibration data of catalytic sensor 0~4% of methane gas as the basic data resource [2] , ans adopts three order polynomial to fit output characteristics of sensor.
In order to make modeling error be minimization and has good consistency, The mean absolute error ia employed to value the modeling performance. The expression of mean absolute error is shown in formula (2):
where, ˆi
x is the output of model, i x is real value, n is the number of sample. Nine learning samples are used to train 3-order polynomial and the coefficient of polynomial are tuned by improved clone selection algorithm. The parameters of the improved clone selection algorithm are shown in Table 1 .
When reached MAE reaches 0.04, the algorithm stop running to get the optimal coefficient of the polynomial (a 3 , a 2 , a 1 and a 0 ) = (-0.009, -0.7487, 4.8555, 0.00000). The polynomial is expressed as following: 
The polynomial above is the inverse model of sensor. After 9 training data are input into the inverse model, the final output results were obtained and listed in Table 2 . The inputoutput curve of sensorwas displayed in Fig. (4) . It can be seen from Table 2 and Fig. (4) , the measurement results are very close to the true value. To evaluate the linearity of sensor, the independent linearity is sensor range, which is the algebraic differential of the upper limit and lower limit of measurement.
From Table 1 and formula (4), out L is 2.6475%, while out L is 4.2500% when using the least square method [2] . It can be seen that the linearization method proposed in this paper can improves effectively linearity of sensor, and can get higher measurement accuracy.
In the other hand, the linearization method using least squares polynomial has 0.035% zeros-error [2] . In order to avoid zero-error, the vale of zeros-error must be subtracted from the measurement result obtained, which not only increases error of the other measurement points, but also denied the theoretical basis of the method, while the linearization method proposed in this paper has no zero-error, not having the defect of zero-point adjustment and can obtaining higher measurement accuracy.
It must be pointed out that the method proposed in this paper does not increase the complexity of algorithm when the higher than 3-order polynomial is employed to establish nonlinear regression inverse model of sensor, and this method is also suitable for all kinds of one-dimensional or highdimensional sensors.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new linearization method of carrier catalytic gas sensor characteristics using high-order polynomial was introduced. The optimal coefficients of polynomial were tuned by improved clone selection algorithm and the criteria of mean absolute error minimization. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the method. Compared to the traditional least square method, the method proposed in this paper can improve effectively linearity of sensor, and can get higher measurement accuracy, especially being suitable for detecting system of mine gas based on single-chip microcomputer. 
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ICSA Parameter Setting
Total generation 100
Initial population size 100
Length of coding 22
Clone factor 10
Suppression threshold 5
Cross probability 0.9 Mutation probability 0.01 Table 2 . Input-output data of sensor. 
